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Abstract
The paper presents technical issues related to stress corrosion cracks (SCC) detected
and sized by PAUT. SCC with height between 3 mm to 15 mm were detected and sized
in the following components: welds with thickness of 9 mm, bolts at depth 21 and 63
mm, Siemens-Parson blade roots, GEC Alstom rotor steeple hook. A SOHIC (stress
oriented hydrogen-induced crack) is also displayed and height evaluation is estimated.
Comparison with fracture mechanics, grinding measurement and optical is also
presented. PAUT is capable to size cracks within ± 1 mm, with an under sizing trend.
Technical recommendations are also made for optimizing the PAUT parameters in
sizing the last significant tip (branch) of SCC.
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Introduction
The development and commissioning of portable phased array ultrasonic instrument by
OlympusNDT (R/D Tech) in 2003[1] contributed to a new phase in crack detection and
sizing in different turbine components, welds and bolts in petrochemical industry. Now
the crack is visualized and sized in sectorial scan (S-scan), which combines a number
of A-scans with a continuous fine-grade sweeping angles. The crack facets are “hit” by
a multitude of angles. Narrow focus beam provide an increased signal-to-noise ratio of
the back-scattering signals. Crack height, location and orientation are unique displayed
in S-scan. Our previous published papers [2-5] concluded the cracks are reliable
displayed and sized within ± 1 mm. New findings in petrochemical, pipe lines and
turbine inspections are presented in this paper. The goal of this paper is to assess the
stress corrosion crack (SCC) pattern, crack height and its location and orientation in
parts with complex geometry, or in welds with limited access or SCC colonies. It is wellknown the branches of SCC are random and conventional UT undersized the cracks by
2-3 mm. Can PAUT do a better job in SCC display and height sizing?
The following topics will be covered:
•
•
•
•

Detection and sizing SCC in turbine components
Detection and sizing SOHIC in pressure vessels shell-retire for cause sample
Detection and sizing SCC in bolt
Detection and sizing colonies of cracks in welds

Crack height evaluated by PAUT is compared with optical, fracture mechanics and with
grinding measurements. A PAUT – “actual” correlation graph is also presented.

SCC Sizing on Turbine Components
SCC detection and sizing on turbine components is presented for three events: R10
blade roots-Siemens – Parson (2 cases) and GEC Alstom rotor steeple – hook 1 – one
case.
Side technique in L-waves and shear waves were used for the first two cases (see
Figure 1). Cracks were detected and sized by PAUT and they were confirmed by
magnetic particles. Crack depth and length were evaluated by fracture mechanics (see
Figure 2 to Figure 4).

Figure 1: Detection and sizing of SCC on platform by L-waves of 10 MHz probe.

Figure 2: Example of length and height sizing of SCC in a blade root by T-waves.

Figure 3: Data comparison between MP, PAUT and fracture mechanics for SCC on a
blade root.

Figure 4: Example of data comparison for SCC detected by PAUT,
confirmed by MP, and measured by fracture mechanics.

SCC in hook 1 was detected by L-waves of 10 MHz probe. The crack branches were
displayed in S-scan zoomed mode (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: Example of PAUT detection and branch display of SCC in L-0 Rotor steeple
hook 1-GEC Alstom 900-MW turbine.
SOHIC Detection and Sizing in Pressure Vessel Shell
An example of hydrogen blistering and SCC branches is presented in Figure 6. The
crack height is variable from 8.2 to almost 10 mm, depending on hydrogen attack.
An optical comparison between crack branches and PAUT is performed at the end of
the sample (middle top).

Figure 6: PAUT display of SOHIC in different locations. Crack branches also displayed.

SCC Sizing in Bolt
SCC height and branches in a bolt with multiple SCC could be displayed as presented
in Figure 7 to Figure 9.

Figure 7: Detection principle and SCC locations in a bolt.

Figure 8: Detection, sizing and SCC branches display for shear waves (left) and
longitudinal waves; SCC depth = 22 mm. Crack height = 4.3 mm.
Deeper SCC could be detected and sized only by 10 MHz L-waves probes. The crack
height is about 6 mm, as presented in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Detection and sizing of SCC in a bolt located at depth = 59 mm.
SCC Sizing on Welds
Figure 10 to Figure 12 present the capability of PAUT to size SCC in the welds or in
HAZ with height ≥ 3 mm. Shear waves were capable to display the SCC branches (see
Figure 13).

Figure 10: Principle of PAUT detection and sizing (left) and a sample with SCC cut for
confirmation.

Figure 11: Example of SCC detection, location and sizing on sample from Figure 10.

Figure 12: Example of SCC and PAUT detection and data plotting into 3-D isometrics.

Figure 13: Examples of SCC sizing by PAUT using shear waves. SCC branches are
indicated by red arrows.
Concluded Remarks
PAUT proved to be a very powerful tool in detecting, sizing and fine-resolution display of
SCC branches. The resolution of 0.2-0.5 degrees combined with a depth focusing on
crack tips provides a unique image of crack morphology.
Cracks with height > 2 mm are detected and sized. Cracks with height > 4 mm are
characterized for multiple branches. A combination of L- and T-waves is used in turbine
components inspections and for sizing SCC in the bolts, at different depth. The overall
correlation between SCC height and fracture mechanics is presented in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Height correlation between PAUT and fracture mechanics for SCC with
height 2.5 – 12 mm.
PAUT is undersizing by 0.5 – 0.8 mm SCC with height between 2.5 – 12 mm. PAUT is
doing a better job compared to conventional UT: focusing, pattern, orientation and fine-

grading angular height sizing. If needed, dynamic depth focusing may display crack
features all along its height.
Some recommendations: The SCC branches are better displayed by L-waves of 10
MHz. Use depth focusing on crack tips with fine angular resolution (0.1-0.2 degrees).
Use angles within -30 to 30 degrees. The best display is between -8 to + 8 degrees.
Calibrate the PAUT on a retire-for-cause piece, so the velocity and attenuation is
known. Use a lateral scanning over the crack; for a short-length crack it will give you the
shape and the maximum height. Move slowly the probe over the crack (if feasible) to
optimize the sizing capability.
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